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	This succinct book focuses on computer aided design (CAD), 3-D modeling, and engineering analysis and the ways they can be applied effectively in research and industrial sectors including aerospace, defense, automotive, and consumer products. These efficient tools, deployed for R&D in the laboratory and the field, perform efficiently three-dimensional modeling of finished products, render complex geometrical product designs, facilitate structural analysis and optimal product design, produce graphic and engineering drawings, and generate production documentation. Written with an eye toward green energy installations and novel manufacturing facilities, this concise volume enables scientific researchers and engineering professionals to learn design techniques, control existing and complex issues, proficiently use CAD tools, visualize technical fundamentals, and gain analytic and technical skills.


	This book also:


	·       Equips practitioners and researchers to handle powerful tools for engineering design and analysis using many detailed illustrations


	·       Emphasizes important engineering design principles in introducing readers to a range of techniques


	·       Includes tutorials providing readers with appropriate scaffolding to accelerate their learning process


	·       Adopts a product development, cost-consideration perspective through the book’s many examples
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Who's Got Your Back: The Breakthrough Program to Build Deep, Trusting Relationships That Create Success--and Won't Let You FailCrown, 2009

	Disregard the myth of the lone professional “superman” and the rest of our culture’s go-it alone mentality. The real path to success in your work and in your life is through creating an inner circle of “lifeline relationships” – deep, close relationships with a few key trusted individuals who will offer the...
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The Hidden Power of Illustrator CS Web Graphic TechniquesSybex, 2003
Adobe Illustrator has long been the industry's dominant illustration package. In this latest version, Adobe added a suite of extremely powerful, highly integrated web tools which are the focus of Steve Kurth's The Hidden Power of Illustrator CS: Web Graphic Techniques. Whether you're a Web designer making websites from scratch or a print designer...
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Basic Training in ChemistrySpringer, 2001
Basic Training in Chemistry is unique in that it gathers into one source the essential information that is usually widely dispersed. This book can be used as a quick reference guide to the different disciplines of Chemistry: the areas covered are General, Inorganic, Organic, and Instrumental Analysis. Although comprehensive in nature, Basic...
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Current Medical Diagnosis & Treatment, 2006McGraw-Hill, 2005
Concise, Authoritative Answers on Every Aspect of Inpatient and Outpatient Care! Includes free access to CMDT online, a $79(U.S.) value! Now celebrating 45 years, CMDT delivers authoritative, timely coverage of more than 1,000 common diseases and disorders along with a clear synopsis of treatment and diagnosis. Utilizing a "find it now"...
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Photoshop Elements 10: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
	
		It’s a visual world these days. Want your Facebook friends to see what you’re having
	
		for lunch? Post a picture. Need an extra whatchamacallit from the hardware
	
		store? Just show them a photo. It’s just so much easier than trying to describe
	
		such things with words. Everybody has a digital camera now....
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Macrophages: A Practical ApproachOxford University Press, 2000

	Macrophages are an important part of the immune response and are characterized by their ability to phagocytose foreign matter. However the difficulties involved in macrophage isolation mean they are some of the body's least explored cells. Macrophage Methodology describes how to isolate moderate to high yields of viable cells...
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